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Abstract.

Introduction Patient specific modelling (PSM) of abdominal aortic aneurysm

(AAA) aims to predict rupture risk by calculating the peak stress acting on the AAA

wall using finite element analysis (FEA). It is hypothesised that magnetic resonance

elastography (MRE), a non-invasive technique measuring material properties, can

improve PSM by allowing integration of patient specific properties into the model.

MRE measurements are, however, dependent on the geometry under investigation as

well as the material properties. This preliminary study used FEA to investigate the

ability of MRE to achieve reproducible measurements of the elastic properties of the

thrombus in different sized idealised AAA geometries.

Methods Idealised AAA geometries of diameter 50, 60 and 70 mm were created

with material properties based on literature values prescribed. FEA was run with

frequencies of 50, 100, and 120 Hz induced into the model. Synthetic noise was applied

to the models and the ability of a 3-D Butterworth bandpass filter to remove it’s

influence was assessed.

Results and Discussion In low prescribed shear moduli greatest accuracy was

typically achieved at 50 Hz, contrasting with high prescribed shear moduli, where

it was achieved at 120 Hz. Variation in measurements across the three AAAs was

lowest at 120 Hz with a mean coefficient of variation across all prescribed shear moduli

of 9% in contrast to 11 and 18% at 100 and 50 Hz respectively. Bandpass filtering was

able to fully recover material property measurements at noise levels of 1 and 2%, but

was unable to do so for high prescribed shear modulus values at levels above this.

Conclusions Of the frequencies tested here, 120 Hz achieved the most reproducible

measurements across the three AAA sizes, though accuracy of measurements at this

frequency was compromised in low prescribed shear moduli.

Keywords : magnetic resonance elastography, finite element analysis, abdominal aortic

aneurysm, patient specific modelling.
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1. Introduction

Patient specific modelling (PSM) utilises individual patient data to construct

computational models of human pathophysiology in order to improve the diagnosis and

prognosis prediction of diseases [1, 2]. Typically finite element analysis (FEA) may be

used for calculation of stresses within the tissues whilst computational fluid dynamic

(CFD) is used for calculation of the blood flow field and wall shear stress of the blood

on vessel walls [3, 4]. There are however several limitations to patient specific modelling

[5, 6] particularly in relation to the application of material properties. In FEA the

modelling process requires definition of the material properties of the tissues, such as

density and elastic properties, however, it is not possible to obtain this information

from either traditional MRI or CT. It is therefore common practice to use population

average values of density and elastic properties obtained from mechanical testing of

tissue samples. In FEA of stress in abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) the values of

elastic properties typically used are those measured by Raghavan and Vorp (2000) [7]

for the vessel wall and Wang et al. (2002) for the thrombus [8]. In this way, PSM

has been used to estimate wall stress in abdominal aortic aneurysm in an attempt

to provide improved rupture prediction over conventional use of maximum diameter

[9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. The availability of elastic properties of tissues which are specific to

the individual patient is likely to lead to improved accuracy of stress estimation, and

longer term this should lead to improved ability to predict key events such as aneurysm

rupture.

In this respect the area of elastography offers great promise. Elastography is

concerned with the measurement of the stiffness of tissues in the individual patient,

using MRI [14], or ultrasound [15]. The underlying physical principle in elastography

is that the local displacement field resulting from shear wave propagation is directly

related to the local shear modulus of the tissues. In both MRI elastography (called

’magnetic resonance elastography’ or MRE) and ultrasound elastography, shear waves

are induced in the tissues and the imaging system is used to track the shear waves and

measure the shear modulus.

In MRE an external driver induces shear waves into the tissue whilst a synchronised

motion-encoding gradient (MEG) is utilised to encode the resulting displacements in the

MR phase image [16, 17]. Phase images taken at pre-determined time points typically

over the course of one whole wave cycle at the frequency of the induced wave are used

to create maps of displacement or wave images. These wave images are then processed

using an inversion algorithm which estimates the shear wave wavelength from the MRI

displacement field. From this the local elastic modulus is calculated. To date MRE has

been applied to a wide variety of organs including the liver, brain, aorta, kidneys, lungs,

heart and muscle [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].

Acquisition of material properties through inversion is limited as a result of the

assumptions that are used for their derivation [26, 27, 28]. Whilst these assumptions vary

depending upon which inversion algorithm has been employed, in the most commonly
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used algorithms typical assumptions are that the induced waves propagate through a

linear viscoelastic medium which is infinite, isotropic and homogenous [28]. The results

are also affected by constructive and destructive interference caused by wave scattering

and reflections [29].

Computational modelling may be used for the testing and development of MRE

post-processing software [30, 31, 32, 33] and in some instances as part of the inversion

algorithm itself [34]. Essentially the entire measurement process from patient to

elastogram is simulated. This includes the relevant patient anatomy (using idealised

geometries generated in CAD), induction of shear waves and formation of the subsequent

MRI displacement field (using FEA), and estimation of elastic properties (using wave

inversion). This allows in silico experiments to be performed to assess the parameters

in the MRE methodology and to obtain quantitative data on issues of clinical interest

such as minimum lesion size which may be observed on the elastogram.

Whist the majority of the literature making use of FEA in the MRE field have

utilised simplistic geometries, often with uniform material properties throughout, several

papers have investigated specific anatomical structures. Notably Thomas-Seale et al.

(2011) [33] demonstrated that high-frequency MRE had potential in differentiating

the size of a lipid pool within an atherosclerotic plaque utilising a steady-state FEA

technique. More recently Dao et al. (2014) [35] presented work which aimed to develop

FEA of MRE in thigh skeletal muscle using 3-D geometries reconstructed from MRI

datasets.

The aim of this paper is to use FEA to perform a preliminary investigation into

the ability of MRE to achieve accurate and reproducible measurements of the elastic

properties of the thrombus in different sized idealised AAA geometries. To achieve this

3-D axisymmetric idealised AAA geometries were created and the size and shear modulus

of these AAAs was varied along with the frequency of the induced shear vibrations.

2. Methods

FEA has been performed with Abaqus/explicit (Dassault Systeme Simulia Corp.,

Providence, Rhode Island, USA) based on the methodologies previously described in

Hollis et al. (2016 and 2016a) [36, 37] (figure 1).

2.1. Geometries

Computer aided design (CAD) in Autodesk Autocad Student Version 2015 (Autodesk,

Inc., San Rafael, California, USA) was used to create 3-D idealised axisymmetric AAA

geometries of diameter 50, 60 and 70 mm. All AAAs were designed such that the length

from the proximal neck to distal neck was 90 mm based on measurements from Hans et

al. (2005) [38] and consisted of a cylindrical lumen of radius 9 mm, a thrombus and a

2 mm thick vessel wall. Once completed the AAAs were encased in a cuboid box, whose

size was varied depending upon the size of the AAA with the smallest distance from
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Figure 1. Workflow for FEA of MRE. Following extraction from the modelling

software package and addition of noise, the synthetic data is fed directly into post-

processing software used for analysing in vivo MRE datasets.

AAA to the edge of the box at the anterior being 20 mm and 10 mm on all other sides.

To reduce the size of the model and the simulation time 15 mm were cut from the top

and bottom of the model to reduce the length to 60 mm. Finally the different sections

of the model were tied together using constraints (figure 2).

2.2. Modelling Setup

2.2.1. Load A harmonic load was applied to a set of nodes on the anterior surface of

the model in the z-direction. The size of this region was consistent throughout all of

the models. Frequencies of 50, 100 and 120 Hz were applied to each model.

2.2.2. Boundary Conditions Boundary conditions were applied to all surfaces apart

from that upon which the load was applied. Displacements were fixed in the y-direction

but left unconstrained in x and z.

2.2.3. Mesh Models were meshed using quadratic tetrahedral elements consisting of 10

nodes (C3D10M). The element length was defined as 2 mm along each edge within the

model meaning that the models were constructed from 234,167, 237,312 and 246,532

elements for the respective 50, 60 and 70 mm size AAAs. Convergence studies were

performed based on the criteria outlined in Hollis et al. (2016) [37] with element edge
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Figure 2. a) Idealised AAA geometries were created in Autocad. b) 3-D representation

of the idealised 60 mm AAA showing the different components of the model. c) 2-D

representation of the idealised 60 mm AAA showing the dimensions of the model. d

represents the diameter of the AAA varied from 50-70 mm in this study. d) The load

was applied in the z-direction to the anterior surface of the model via a set of nodes

(displayed here in red) with a cross sectional area of 56×96 mm2. e) The ROI for the

60 mm model to calculate the storage modulus of the thrombus.

lengths of 1.25, 2, 3 and 5 mm to ensure that an adequate mesh density for accurate

simulation was selected.
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2.3. Material Properties

All sections in the model were prescribed a density of 1047 kg·m−3 and adhered to the

Kelvin-Voigt model of viscoelasticity, where the complex shear modulus, G∗, is given by

[39]:

G∗ = G+ iωη (1)

Here G is the shear storage or storage modulus, ω is the angular frequency and η is the

shear viscosity, assumed as 1 Pa·s throughout all materials in the model.

2.3.1. Vessel Wall The storage modulus of the vessel wall was varied from 0.1 - 1.1 MPa

based on values measured using mechanical testing [40, 41, 42, 43]. When investigating

how variations in the shear storage modulus of the thrombus affect measurements, the

shear storage modulus of the vessel wall was maintained at 0.7 MPa.

2.3.2. Thrombus Based on values measured by van Dam et al. (2006 and 2008) [44, 45]

using shear loading, and Gasser et al. (2008) [46] using quasi-static loading, the shear

modulus of the thrombus was varied from 1-21 kPa. When investigating how variations

in the shear storage modulus of the vessel wall affect measurements, the shear storage

modulus of the thrombus was maintained at 9 kPa.

2.3.3. Surrounding Tissue For the purposes of this study it was assumed that the

surrounding tissue was fatty soft tissue. Whilst, to this authors knowledge, no such

tissue has been examined in the abdomen, there have been studies of fatty soft tissue in

heel pads [47] and breasts [48] and on both occasions has been characterised using MRE

as having a shear storage modulus of approximately 8 kPa. Based on these papers the

shear storage modulus of the surrounding tissue was defined as 8 kPa.

2.3.4. Lumen To model the lumen accurately would require an FSI simulation which

would be highly computationally demanding and also incompatible with the viscoelastic

properties employed in these models. The lumen was therefore modelled as a linear

viscoelastic medium, like the rest of the model, with a low shear storage modulus of

0.1 kPa. An approach similar to this has previously been used to model lipid pools in

atherosclerotic plaques [49, 50].

2.4. Post-Processing

2.4.1. Data Formatting Nodal displacements and coordinates were extracted from

the .odb file created during simulation by Abaqus and imported into Matlab R2013a

(Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). Displacements were then interpolated to

evenly spaced points in 5 central xy-planes through the model, essentially replicating

5 slices from an MRE scan. The spacing between the xy-planes was matched to the

spacing between points within that plane such that each point was effectively seen as
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1.5 mm3 2 mm3 2.5 mm3 3 mm3

50 mm 53×40×5 40×30×5 32×24×5 26×20×5

60 mm 60×40×5 45×30×5 36×24×5 30×20×5

70 mm 66×40×5 50×30×5 40×24×5 33×20×5

Table 1. Summary of the 3-D matrix sizes for each sized AAA for each voxel size.

representative of an isotropic voxel from an MRE scan. To investigate the effects of

MRE voxel size, the spacing between interpolation points was varied, with spacings of

1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 mm investigated. Table 1 summarises the imported matrix sizes for

the various models and voxel sizes.

2.4.2. Inversion Inversion was performed using the 3-D direct inversion algorithm [51]:

G∗ = −ρω2 · a

∇2a
(2)

where ρ is the density, ω is the angular frequency and a = ∇ × u, the curl of the

displacement, incorporated to remove effects caused by the compressional wave [52]. As

such, the shear storage modulus is calculated by taking the real part of G∗.

2.4.3. Noise and Filtering Noise was simulated and added to the complex waves using

the technique outlined in Miller et al. (2015) [53] at levels ranging from 1-20%. A 3-D

Butterworth bandpass filter was applied to these noisy complex wave images prior to

inversion [54]. To determine the optimal filter widths that should be used, the filters

ability to preserve measurements was tested on the noise free complex wave images

across the range of prescribed shear moduli, with the following factor (termed the filter

preservation scores from here on) used as guidance in this regard:

f =
N∑

n=1

(
Gf

n −Gu
n

)
Gu

n

(3)

Here Gu was the measured shear storage modulus when no filter was applied, Gf the

measured shear modulus following application of the filter and N the number of different

prescribed shear storage modulus values for the thrombus. The more effective the filter

was in preserving the initial shear storage modulus measurement in noise free conditions,

the lower this factor was. The lower cutoff with respect to the wavelength of the wave

was varied from 1-3 voxel lengths and of order 5, whilst the higher cutoff was varied

from 10-30 and of order 2.

2.4.4. Data Analysis Regions of interest (ROIs) were selected in the thrombus regions

of the elastogram and the mean shear storage modulus within this region calculated.

The ROIs were created manually such that areas within 2 pixels of the vessel wall and

the edge of the model were excluded. The coefficient of variation, expressed here as a
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percentage, was used to assess the variability of measurements across the different AAA

sizes for each prescribed thrombus shear storage moduli:

cv = 100 · σ
µ

(4)

where µ and σ represent the mean and standard deviation of the measurements

respectively.

3. Results

3.1. Vessel Wall Shear Storage Modulus

Measurements of the shear storage modulus of the thrombus were relatively consistent

for wave induced at 100 and 120 Hz. At 50 Hz however, increasing the prescribed shear

storage modulus of the vessel wall resulted in a slight decrease in the measured value

(figure 5a).

3.2. AAA Size and Stiffness

Increasing the prescribed shear storage modulus for the thrombus resulted in an increase

in the measured value for all frequencies (figure 3). Accuracy depended upon both

the prescribed shear storage modulus and frequency: greatest accuracy was typically

achieved with 120 Hz vibrations, whilst poorest accuracy was achieved with the 50 Hz

vibrations. The exception to this was for a prescribed shear storage modulus of 1 kPa,

where vibrations induced at both 100 and 120 Hz resulted in large overestimations

(mean errors across the three AAA sizes were 98% and 154% respectively). Variability

of measurements was typically lowest at 120 Hz: the mean coefficients of variability

across all prescribed shear storage moduli were 18, 11 and 9% for the 50, 100 and

120 Hz waves respectively (figure 5a-c).

3.3. Voxel Size

Increasing the voxel size typically increased the measurements made for all frequencies

and prescribed shear moduli. Typically the coefficient of variation was greater for a

voxel size of 3 mm3 than the other sizes tested (figure 5d).

3.4. Noise and Filtering

For the 50 Hz waves, several filter limits achieved similar filter preservation scores in

the range of 0.5-0.6. A lower cutoff of 1 and an upper cutoff of 15 were selected for

application to the noisy data since, although these limits did not achieve the lowest

score (0.56), they represented the narrowest filter in the 0.5-0.6 range. For both 100

and 120 Hz a lower cutoff of 3 and an upper cutoff of 20 comfortably achieved the

lowest filter preservation scores (0.28 and 0.25 respectively) and were therefore used as

the filter limits at these frequencies.
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Addition of noise to the complex waves resulted in a decrease in the measured

shear storage modulus values before application of the filter; the extent of this decrease

was greater with increasing noise levels and prescribed shear storage moduli. At low

noise levels of 1 or 2%, measurements following application of the bandpass filter were

similar to measurements made on the unfiltered noise free data for all prescribed shear

storage moduli. At higher noise levels than this, however, measurements from the

filtered complex waves reduced in comparison to those from the unfiltered noise free

data, although the size of this reduction was lower than when the noisy data was inverted

without having been bandpass filtered first (figure 5f ).

Figure 3. Curl of the complex displacements and the corresponding elastograms for

the a) 50mm, b) 60mm and c) 70mm AAAs.
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Figure 4. a) - c) Measured shear storage modulus measurements and the coefficient

of variation between the three measurements against the prescribed thrombus shear

storage modulus at 50, 100 and 120 Hz respectively. In all cases increasing the

prescribed value resulted in an increase in measured value, however, measurements were

not reproducible across the three AAA sizes for any frequency. The mean coefficient of

variation for all prescribed shear storage moduli was lowest for 120 Hz. d) Measured

shear storage modulus for a prescribed shear storage modulus of 9 kPa at 120 Hz

and mean coefficient of variation across all prescribed values at 120 Hz against pixel

size. Increasing the pixel size increased the measurement made. The coefficient of

variability increased for a pixel size of 3 mm. e) Measured value for the thrombus

against the prescribed shear storage modulus of the vessel wall. For waves induced at

50 Hz, despite the prescribed value of the thrombus being fixed, the measured value

decreased as the prescribed value for the vessel wall was increased.
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Figure 5. Graphs from the 60 mm AAA vibrated at 100 Hz. a) Measurements

made from the unfiltered elastograms following the application of noise. Increasing

noise levels reduced the values of the measurement made. b) Measurements made

before and after the application of the Butterworth bandpass filter for noise levels of

2 and 5%. The filter was able to recover the measured values at low noise levels when

compared to the noise free data.

4. Discussion

PSM of AAAs is limited by the lack of patient specific material properties, with several

studies demonstrating the influence of the elastic properties of the thrombus upon

stress in the AAA wall [55, 56]. Whilst MRE has the potential to provide inputs

for this data, the geometrical dependence of the technique [37] raised concerns that

such measurements would be inconsistent across the range of AAA shapes and sizes in

the patient population. Utilising FEA in idealised geometries, this study demonstrated

variations in measurements in three different sized AAAs with the same prescribed

shear modulus. In stiffer materials, the wavelength of a lower frequency wave is long

in comparison to the ROI [27, 57], thus accuracy of measurement is comprised. In

contrast, in the Kelvin-Voigt model of viscoelasticty the shear loss modulus increases

with frequency, whilst the shear storage modulus remains the same. Additionally,

the loss and storage moduli are independent of one another, meaning that the loss

component becomes increasingly dominant for lower storage modulus values. As such,

wave damping is increased in low stiffness materials at high frequencies, resulting in

increased artefacts following inversion and a reduction in accuracy of measurements

(figure 3). Despite accuracy being compromised at 1 kPa for the 120 Hz vibrations as

a result of this process, this frequency achieved the greatest accuracy in measurements

above 1 kPa and greatest reproducibility in measurements between the different AAA

sizes. It is recognised that inaccuracy of high frequency vibrations in low storage moduli

materials is dependent on the viscoelastic model used in this study and not directly

applicable to human tissue, which is typically not well represented by the Kelvin-Voigt

model [58, 59]. The induction of waves of such a high frequency into an AAA, meanwhile,

presents a significant technical challenge in vivo.

A further complication of in vivo MRE datasets is the inherent noise which effects

the quality of elastograms and measurements. The post-processing pipeline in MRE
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therefore typically involves application of a Butterworth bandpass filter, the aim of

which is to remove noise whilst preserving information relating to the shear wave [54].

In silico experimentation outputs noise-free data providing an opportunity to test a

variety of limits and help identify the narrowest width that best preserves the wanted

information, thereby limiting effects that may occur through over-filtering. In this study

noise was shown to have a dramatic influence on the measured values and the quality

of the resulting elastogram. Application of the bandpass filter was visibly able improve

the quality of the elastograms from noisy data (figure 6), but was only able to recover

the measured values to approximate those in noise-free conditions at low levels. This

emphasises the importance of obtaining displacement images with as little noise as

possible in the MR scan; again a significant technical challenge given the large amount

of natural body motion in this region of the anatomy. To this end increased signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) in MRI is associated with voxel size. Whilst measurements increased

here with voxel size, in likelihood due to discretisation errors [28], the coefficient of

variation remained similar for voxels up to a size of 2.5 mm3. This implies that SNR

could potentially be increased by utilising a larger voxel size, without compromising on

the reproducibility of measurements between different sized AAAs.

A recognised limitation of this study is in the material properties applied,

with literature values varying greatly depending on the technique used to make

measurements, and limited information as to the viscoelastic properties of these

materials. To date no MRE studies have investigated AAAs meaning that material

properties were prescribed based upon measurements taken by other techniques. Whilst

measurements have been made of the vessel wall material properties through dynamic

loading [60, 61, 62], these have been of healthy porcine and canine aorta, with diseased

and human aortic stiffnesses known to differ dramatically [40, 63]. As a result, the

elastic properties of the vessel wall were based on measurements made using static

loading alone. It is acknowledged that these are likely to differ from measurements

made using dynamic loading in the frequency range of interest in this study [61].

Since this study aimed to focus primarily on the influence of geometry upon

measurements, the Kelvin-Voigt model of viscoelasticity was employed. The advantage

of this model is that the elastic and viscous properties are independent of one another

thus allowing direct comparison of measurements of elastic properties from different

frequencies. In this regard, it is worth noting that in studies by van Dam et al.

(2006 and 2008) [44, 45] using shear loading to investigate viscoelastic properties of

thrombus, inter-patient variability in the elastic properties was greater than the variation

in measurements across the wide range of frequencies used. The viscous properties

applied in this study were in the range of those attained for the thrombus by van Dam

[44, 45]. It is however, a recognised limitation that whilst MRE is capable of achieving

measurements relating to both the elastic and viscous components of the shear modulus,

the present study has focused upon the elastic properties alone. Further ex vivo studies

of the material properties, both elastic and viscous, of the thrombus, vessel wall and

surrounding tissue with MRE would prove useful in determining the range of values
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and complexity of the material models employed in future investigations. This would

allow in silico experimentation to determine the extent to which the viscous properties

influence the stress acting on the AAA wall and the accuracy with which MRE is able

attain measurements of these properties. Additionally more complex models using CFD

incorporated into a fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulation to better replicate the

blood would allow for investigation into how the pulse wave affects stiffness of the AAA.

Figure 6. a) Unfiltered and b) filtered elastograms for the 60 mm diameter 9 kPa

AAAs vibrated at 100 Hz. The filter has relatively little effect upon the noise-free

elastogram, but is noticeably able to reduce improve the quality of the elastograms at

noise levels of 2 and 5%.

5. Conclusion

This study used idealised geometries to investigate the reproducibility of MRE

measurements of AAA thrombus. Accuracy in measurements from AAAs with high

prescribed shear moduli increased with frequency, whilst the opposite was true for AAAs

prescribed with low shear moduli. Variability in measurements across the three AAA

sizes was lowest at 120 Hz with a mean coefficient of variation across all prescribed

shear moduli of 9% in contrast to 18% and 11% for 50 and 100 Hz respectively. Higher

frequencies were less susceptible to the changes in the shear modulus of the vessel

wall. Noise affected both the quality of the elastograms and the measurements made.

Application of a Butterworth bandpass filter with limits identified from the noise-free

data fully recovered material property measurements at low noise levels of 1 or 2%,

but was not able to do so at noise levels of 5% and over. Though preliminary, this

study suggests that, despite poor accuracy of measurements in low stiffness AAAs, with
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regards to acquiring accurate and reproducible measurements across the full range of

prescribed shear moduli tested here, an applied frequency of 120 Hz presents as the

optimum in these geometries.

6. Appendix

Code relating to the work carried out in this paper has been uploaded to:

https://github.com/lyamhollis/abaqus to matlab

and is freely available for use. This includes the Python codes for exporting data

from the Abaqus .odb files and the Matlab functions used to import this data, perform

inversion, and bandpass filter the data.
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